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Properties of beam-noise fluctuations for

horizontal arrays in ship-induced noise

fields

R. Heitmeyer

Abstract: This report describes properties of the cumulative distribution
function for the beam noise observed on a horizontal array operating in a
ship-induced noise field. The beam-noise distribution is determined using
a Poisson shipping noise model and related to the system characteristics
and the noise environment through six physical parameters: the directiv-
ity, the sidelobe degradation, the sidelobe/mainlobe power ratio, the noise
anisotropy, the isotropic shipping level and the shipping anisotropy. The
results indicate that the beam-noise distribution function takes two differ-
ent forms depending on the extent to which the noise contributions from

individual ships are resolved. For highly resolved shipping, the distribution
function describes fluctuations that range from very low values to very high
values. The low noise values are characterized by a 'noise floor' which rep-
resents the lowest noise value that is visible a significant percentage of the
time regardless of the extent of the shipping resolution. The value of the
noise floor increases linearly with the sidelobe/mainlobe power ratio and
the sidelobe degradation and decreases linearly with the noise anisotropy.
The percentage of time that the noise floor is visible increases with the
directivity and decreases with the shipping anisotropy and the logarithm
of the isotropic shipping level. For weakly resolved shipping, the distribu-
tion function describes comparatively small beam-noise fluctuations. The
range of low noise values that are visible, as determined by the lower tail
of the distribution, increases with the directivity and decreases with the
shipping anisotropy and the shipping level and is essentially independent
of the sidelobe degradation and the noise anisotropy. The transition from
weakly resolved shipping to highly resolved shipping occurs for a 2.3 dB
increase in the directivity, a 2.3 dB decrease in the shipping anisotropy,
or a 58% decrease in the isotropic shipping level. For both highly resolved
and weakly resolved shipping, the percentage of time that high noise values
occur is only weakly dependent on the model parameters.

Keywords: beam noise o cumulative distribution o dire'tivity o
horizontal arrays o noise anisotropy o ship-induced noise o shipping
anisotropy o sidelobe degradation
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1. Introduction

The design and deployment of horizontal array systems requires a thorough under-
standing of how the time-averaged beam noise depends on the characteristics of the
system and the noise environment in which it operates. For many noise fields an
understanding of the mean value of the beam noise may be adequate, since for the
averaging times of interest the fluctuations in the beam noise with respect to the
mean are not significant. For ship-induced noise fields, however, large fluctuations
in the beam noise can occur from one averaging period to another. These fluctua-
tions result from the fact that the beam noise observed during an averaging period
is largely due to the contributions from the ships that lie in the maxlobe sector of
the beam pattern during that averaging period. As time progresses different ships
with different source level characteristics pass through the mainlobe sector at dif-
ferent ranges from the array site. This can result in large variAtions in the received
contributions from the ships in the mainlobe sector, and hence large fluctuations
in the beam noise from one averaging period to another. When this is the case an
understanding of the dependence of both the beam-noise fluctuations and the mean
beam noise can be important to the effective use of the system.

The dependence of the mean beam noise on the system and the noise environment
is well known. The noise environment is described by an angular noise distribution
which represents the mean noise per degree bearing as a function of the bearing
angle. This function is determined by the mean distribution of the shipping relative
to the site, the mean acoustic transmission loss in the directions of the shipping, and
the mean source level spectrum of that shipping. The mean beam noise is determined
as the integral of the angular noise distribution and the beam pattern with respect
to the bearing angle. In many situations this integral is well-approximated by the
product of the beamwidth and the angular noise distribution in the direction of the
beam steering angle. In these cases, the mean beam noise increases linearly with the
angular noise power and decreases linearly with the directivity. Considerable effort
has been directed towards deternuing the angular noise distribution for specific
noise environments and predicting the mean beam noise for particular array systems.

Clearly, the fluctuations in the beam noise depend on the averaging time. For many
applications it is reasonable to assume that the averaging time is short compared
with the time required for ships to move into or out of the mainlobe sector of the
beam pattern. Under this assumption the beam-noise fluctuations can be decom-
posed into two components-a long-term component that describes the fluctuations
in the beam noise from one averaging period to another and that result from the
motion of the ships into and out of the mainlobe sector, and a short-term compo-
nent that describes the fluctuations due to the ships that are actually present in the
mainlobe sector during each averaging period. The former is largely determined by
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the source-level spectra and the transmission loss characteristics for the ensemble of
ships that pass through the mainlobe sector. The latter is largely determined by the
fluctuations in the source-level of the ships present in the mainlobe sector during
the averaging period and the fluctuations in the transmission loss that results from
the small motions of those ships during the averaging period. The extent of these
fluctuatioas, which decreases with the averaging time, is usually small compared to
that of the long-term fluctuations provided that the averaging time is not too short.
In this report we consider only the long-term component of the fluctuations.

In heuristic terms, the extent of the beam-noise fluctuations is related to the extent
to which individual ships are resolved in steering angle. Large fluctuations in the
beam noise occur for systems and environments where a number of individual ships
are resolved in steering angle. This is because ships can only be resolved if there is
a significant percentage of time when either no ship lies in the mainlobe sector or
at most one ship lies in the mainlobe sector. During these periods the beam noise
fluctuates between high values which occur when a ship lies in the mainlobe sector
and low values which occur when no ships lie in the mainlobe sector. For systems
and environments with highly resolved shipping, the contributions from the ships
in the sidelobe sectors are important, since these contributions determine the low
noise values. At the other extreme comparatively small fluctuations in the beam
noise occur when individual ships are not resolved. This is because ships are not
resolved only if a number of ships are present in the mainlobe sector essentially
all of the time. Under this condition, the fluctuations are small since the large
contributions from some of the ships in the mainlobe sector tend to be offset by small
contributions from other ships in the mainlobe sector. Extreme fluctuations in the
beam noise occur only rarely; low noise values occur only when there are no ships in
the mainlobe sector or when the contributions from all of the ships in the mainlobe
sector are small; high noise values occur only when the contribution from one of
the ships is large enough to dominate the contributions from the remaining ships.
For systems and environments with low shipping resolution, the contributions from
ships in the sidelobe sectors are not important since the beam noise is almost always
determined by the contributions from the ships in the mainlobe sector. Factors that
determine the extent of the shipping resolution and hence the extent of the beam-
noise fluctuations are the beamwidth and the number of ships in the direction of the
beam. Factors that determine the sidelobe contributions and hence control the low
noise values for highly resolved shipping are the sidelobe level of the beam pattern
and the angular noise distribution in the directions of the sidelobe sectors.

In this report we present a quantitative description of the effects of the system char-
acteristics and the noise environment on the extent of the beam-noise fluctuations.
The fluctuations are described by their cumulative probability distribution function
and the beam-noise percentile determined from this distribution function. These
quantities are determined from a beam-noise model that describes the system and
the noise environment in terms of six parameters. Three of these parameters, the
directivity index, the ideal sidelobe-to-mainlobe noise power ratio, and the sidelobe
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degradation, characterize the system. The directivity index and the ideal sidelobe-
to-mainlobe noise power ratio, hereafter referred to simply as the directivity and the
ideal sidelobe/mainlobe ratio respectively, are defined for an array/beamforming sys-
tem in the absence of degradation. These parameters are determined by the array
length, the beam steering angle, the frequency and the spatial shading function used
in the beamformer. The sidelobe degradation specifies any degradation in the actual
beam pattern that results from phase and amplitude errors, hydrophone position er-
rors, and missing or defective hydrophones, etc. The remaining three parameters, the
isotropic shipping level, the shipping anisotropy and the noise anisotropy, describe
the mean properties of the noise environment. The isotropic shipping level specifies
the mean number of ships in the region per degree bearing as if those ships were
isotropically distributed with respect to the array site; the shipping anisotropy spec-
ifies the angular variation in the mean number of ships relative to the isotropic level.
The noise anisotropy specifies the angular noise distribution relative to the isotropic
noise level. The directivity, the isot ropic shipping level and the shipping anisotropy
determine the extent of the shipping resolution; the ideal sidelobe/mainlobe ratio,
the sidelobe degradation and the noise anisotropy determine the extent of the side-
lobe contributions.

The report is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief description of the
beam-noise model and formal definitions of the six physical parameters in terms of
the components of that model. In Sect. 3 we present numerical examples of the
beam-noise distribution function that illustrate the effect of the shipping resolution
and the sidelobe contributions using the directivity as the ship resolution param-
eter and the sidelobe degradation as the sideloLe contribution parameter. These
examples provide both the motivation for much of the terminology used in the re-
port and a means of illustrating the dependence of the distribution function on the
remaining physical parameters. In Sect. 4 we present approximations that are de-
rived from the beam-noise model. These approximations are used to both extend
the results of Sect. 3 to the other model parameters and to obtain estimates for the
salient characteristics of the distribution function in terms of the model parameters.
In addition, we present a formal definition of weakly resolved and highly resolved
shipping as a means of identifying the model parameters that lead to the different
forms for the distribution function observed in the examples of Sect. 3. Finally, in
Sect. 5 we illustrate the application of the results of Sect. 4 by using those results in
conjunction with numerical examples to describe the dependence of the beam-noise
fluctuations on the array heading for certain canonical noise environments.

3
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2. Noise model overview and parameter specification

The beam-noise model is based on two fundamental assumptions-a superposition
assumption and a Poisson shipping assumption. The superposition assumption
states that the total noise intensity is obtained as the sum of the noise intensity
contributions from the individual ships that produce the noise. Because of this
assumption the model can only be used to describe the fluctuations in the beam
noise at the output of a time-averager, since it is only through time averaging that
a superposition assumption can hold for the noise intensity contributions. For most
averaging times of interest this assumption will be satisfied to within acceptable lim-
its. The Poisson shipping assumption states that the tracks of the individual ships
can be described in terms of the positions of those ships at some arbitrary reference
time and that those positions are distributed throughout the region according to a
Poisson process. The Poisson process is determined by a shipping density D(r, 9)
which represents the mean number of ships per unit area at a range r and bearing 0
measured from the array site. Figure I shows an example of a linear array located
at a fixed site in a region and one possible set of ship tracks that satisfy a Poisson
shipping assumption for that region. The dots show the positions of the ships at the
reference time; the arrowheads show the positions of the ships at some future time.
Note that the range and bearing dependence in the shipping density is necessary to
represent the fact that ships are usually not distributed uniformly throughout the
region.

BEAM PATTERN

SHFPING DENSITY D(rO)

TRANSMISSION FUNCTION Tr,6)

SOURCE LEVEL Sr.A)

Fig. 1. A possible set of ship tracks seen by an array.
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From these assurr -tions, it is shown in [1] that the distribution function for the
beam noise at any arbitrary time can be determined from the shipping density and
the probability density of the noise contriubution from an individual ship. The noise
contribution from a ship, which depends on the location of that ship, is determined
from a transmission loss T(r, 0), a source level S(r, 0) and the array beam pattern,
each expressed in a linear as opposed to a decibel scale. The transmission loss
consists of a deterministic component which represents the 'smooth' variations in
the transmission loss with range and bearing, and a stochastic component which
represents the fluctuations with respect to the smooth component. The source-
level is a random variable that represents the source level for the aggregate of all
ships that pass through the point (r, 0). For reference purposes, the basic equations
specifying the model re presented in Appendix A. Other beam-noise fluctuation
models based on the Poisson shipping assumption are described in [2] and [3). It
is emphasized that these models are not based on a continuum assumption on the
ship locations; such an assumption would not be plausible in the light of the sparse
distribution of ships in most regions. Furthermore, in these models the calculation of
the distribution function does not require knowledge of the tracks of the individual
ships. An example of a shipping density for the Mediterranean Sea can be found
in [4).

The model implementation determines the distribution function for the total beam
noise in terms of the distribution function for the fluctuating component. The
fluctuating component, which is denoted here by B and referred to simply as the
beam noise, is expressed in a decibel scale and normalized to have unit mean when
expressed in a linear scale, i.e. E[109/10 ] - I. As such, the total beam noise, BT, is
the decibel sum of B and the mean beam noise Bm where B,_ = 10log(E[10T/lf]).
Note that with this normalization, low noise values, B < 0 and BT < B,,, are
low in comparison with means taken on a linear scale, not in comparison with
means taken on a decibel scale. That this is the case follows from the fact that
E[B]< 10log(E[10-/O]) = 0 and E[BTJ < 10log(E[10 1Br/10 ) = B,,

The parameterization of the model described in Sect. 1 is obtained under the addi-
tional assumption that the array beam pattern can be approximated by a two-valued
beam pattern. The two-valued approximation is illustrated in Fig. 2a as a function
of the planewave incident angle 9' for a fixed value of the beam steering angl]. 9.,
where both are measured from the front of the array. This beam pattern has the
form

BAO J (9/,1, for 9' in BW(0.)

B 10 / )l , for 0' in BW,(O.), (1)

where the mainlobe sector BW is the angular sector of width BW centered in
the steering direction #,, the sidelobe sector BW. is determined by the condition,
BW U BW, = [0, r) and Sd is the sidelobe level expressed in decibels.

The parameters for the beam pattern approximation, the beamwidth BW and the
sidelobe level Sd, are chosen so that for a plaiter isotropic noise field, both the approx-
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MW LZV / DEG. WEAN SlPS / DEG

No Do
SWD

So/

S(SHIPSI/DZ) / Do

Fig. 2. Illustrations of the model parameters as a ftvnction of 0': (a) beam pattern approxima-
tion'; (b) angnula noise distribution, noise anisotropy and isotropic noise level; (c) angular shipping
distribution, shipping anisotropy and isotropic shipping level.

imation and the actual beam pattern yield identical values of the mean beam noise
and the sidelobe/mainlobe ratio. Under these constraints, expressions for BW and
Sd can be derived which relate these parameters to the three system paramete.,.. -the
directivity DI, the ideal sidelobe/mainlobe ratio B, 0 , and the sidelobe degradation
SLD. The directivity and the ideal sidelobe/mainlobe ratio are defined in terms
of the actual beam pattern for the system with no degradation, BA,0(0',0,). The
directivity, which represents the array gain for a planewave signal and the plantr
isotropic noise field, is defined in the usual way by

DI = 10log(r/BWo), (2a)

where

BW(O,) f BAo(',O,) dO' (2b)

is the bearnwidth for the system in the absence of degradation. The ideal side-
lobe/mairlobe ratio B.0 represents the ratio of the mean noise in the sidelobe sector
BWo, to that in a mainlobe sector BWO, where 8Wo has angular width BW 0 and
the definition of BW0o is analogous to that of BW,. The defining equation for the
ideal ';delobe/mainlobe ratio is

= 10 log [BWo. B,, 0 ',.) dO'/ JBW0 BAQ(0, 6,) d' (3)

The actual bc xn pattern for the degraded system, BA.,(0', 0,), is taken to be the
mean value of the beam pattern that results from statistically independent channel-
to-channel errors. Under this assumption, it is shown in Appendix B that the
sidelobe level Sd is related to the sidelobe degradation parameter by

Sa = So + SLD, (4)

- 6-
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where So is the sidelobe level determined by the ideal beam pattern BA,(0', 9,). For
realistic degradations and typical values of DI and B.0, BW -_BWO, So -'B.0 - DI
and Sd -'Boo - DI + SLD. The exact expressions for BW, So and Sd are given in
Appendix B along with the expression relating SLD to a parameter describing the
channel- to- channel errors.

To compute the directivity and the sidelobe/mainlobe ratio for a particular beam
pattern B&A0G, 0), the beamwidth BW0 is first obtalned numerically from Eq. (2b).
The directivity follows immediately from Eq. (2a) and the sidelobe/mainlobe ratio
is obtained numerically from Eq. (2) with the mainlobe and the sidelobe sectors
determined by BW0 . In general for equally spaced arrays, the beamwidtb BW0 ,
and hence the directivity and the ideal sidelobe/mainlobe ratio, depend on the
frequency, the steering angle, the length of the array and the shading function used
in the beamformer. In the special case where the frequency, the steering angle and
the shading function are fixed, it can be shown by direct computation that the
ideal sidelobe/mainlobe ratio is essentially independent of the length of the array,
provided that the number of hydrophones is not too small. Thus in the special case
where the system parameters are used to describe the effect of array length on the
beam-noise fluctuations only the directivity and the sidelobe degradation need be
considered.

The remaining three parameters-the noise anisotropy, the shipping anisotropy, and
the isotropic shipping level-are used to represent an anisotropic noise field and a
non-uniform shipping density for the two-valued beam pattern. In addition to these
parameters, a seventh parameter, the isotropic noise level, is needed to determine
the mean beam noise. All of these parameters are determined from the angular
noise distribution us(O) and an angular shipping distribution d(O). The angular noise
distribution is determined from the model components by

n(O) =JR D(r, 0)3(r, O)T(r,0) dA(r), (5)

where S(r, 6) and t(r, 6) are the mean transmiission loss and the mean source level
respectively, dA(r) is the diffierenti&l range element for a spherical earth and R(O) is
the range set containing all of the ships that can be heard at the array site in the
direction 0, i.e., R(O) = (r; D(r, O)T(r, 0) > 0 }. The angular shipping distribution
represents the mean number of ships per degree bearing relative to the array site.
This function, which depends only on tbe spatial shipping density D(r, 6), is defined
by

d(O) = jRO D(r, 6) dA(r). (6)

P The isotropic noise level No and the isotropic shipping level Do are simply the twice
the averages of the corresponding angular distributions with respect to bearing.

The noise anisotropy and the shipping anisotropy describe the corresponding angular
distributions as seen through the mainlobe sector of the bearn pattern. For a given

-7-
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array heading Ph and beam steering angle 8,, the noise anisotropy AN(Ph,) is
obtained by folding the angular noise distribution about the array axis, averaging
the result over the mainlobe sector and dividing by the isotropic noise level. The
defining equations are

AN(h,0.)= 0 19[BW(O.Y' f F n(0', 9h)/INo d8'] (a

where

nF(e'; Oh) = n(Oh - 8') + n(oh + 0') (6b)

is the folded angular noise distribution. The shipping anisotropy, which is obtained
in an analogous manner, is defined by

AS(h,) 101lo [BW(9.)-I IBWe.) d d] (7a)

where
dp(O'; Oh) = d(Oh - 9') + d(oh + 9') (Tb)

is the folded angular shipping distribution. The equations for the sidelobe/mainlobe
ratio, the mean beam noise and the array gain for the two-valued beam pattern with
sidelobe degradation and an anisotropic noise field are contained in Appendix B.

In general, both the noise anisotropy and the shipping anisotropy depend on the
directivity DI and the ideal sidelobe/mainlobe ratio B., , since these parameters
determine the width of the mainlobe sector. However, for systems with reasonably
large directivities, the beamwidth is small enough that the average over the mainlobe
sector in Eqs. 6a and 7a is approximately equal to the value of the folded angular
distribution in the direction of the steering angle. Thus, for systems with reasonable
directivities, AN -lOloKgnF(.;9N)/Nol and As - 10logdd(o,; Oh)/Do], and hence
the anisotropies depend on the system only through the beam steering angle and
the array heading. For these systems the anisotropies can be obtained directly
from the corresponding angular distributions, provided that these distributions are
known. For a fixed steering angle, 0,, the anisotropies are obtained by summing
the corresponding angular distribution in the directions of the two beam pointing
angles, 9p = Ph ± e0, dividing by the appropriate isotropic level and expressing
the result in a decibel scale. For a fixed array heading Oho, the anisotropies are
obtained by folding the corresponding angular distribution about the array axis,
expressing the result as a function of steering angle and dividing by the appropriate
isotropic level. An example of the dependence of the anisotropies on the steering
angle is illustrated in the plots of Figs. 2b and 2c. In these plots the folded angular
distributions and the isotropic levels are expressed in a decibel scale as a function of
the steering angle and hence the anisotropy is simply the difference between the two
curves. Note that a high shipping direction (A. > 0) is not necessarily a high noise
direction (AN > 0) since the angular noise distribution depends on the transmission

-8-
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loss as well as the extent of the shipping in a given direction. Also note that there
are always at least two steering angles for which an anisotropy is zero. In this report
we say that directions for which the anisotropies are zero are isotropic directions,
with the understanding that the noise or the shipping is isotropic if and only if al
directions are isotropic directions.

To obtain the environmental parameters for a particular site of interest it is nec-
essary to first determine the model components for that site, then compute the
angular distributions from those components and finally compute the isotropic lev-
els and the anisotropies for the array headings or beam steering angles of interest.
To provide a basis for relating the results of this report to particular environments of
interest we identify three representative cases: (1) anisotropic noise-isotropic ship-
ping; (2) anisotropic shipping- isotropic noise; and (3) identical noise and shipping
anisotropies. The first case occurs when the shipping is the same in all directions
but either the transmission loss or the source level is a function of direction. The
second case can occur when the shipping is close to the site in certain directions
and distant from the site in other directions and the mean transmission loss is ap-
proximately that determined by cylindrical spreading. The third case occurs when
the transmission loss is constant over the region of non-zero shipping. Conditions
on the noise model comporents that result in these special cases special cases are
presented in Appendix C.

The numerical examples presented in this report are obtained for a fixed ideal side-
lobe/mainlobe ratio, B,0 , a fixed source-level distribution function, Fs(,e), and a
fixed transmission loss function, T(r, 0). The value of the sidelobe/mainlobe ratio,
-32.8 dB, is the value obtained for the broadside beam of a Hann-shaded array
operating at the design frequency. Since B, 0 is fixed, the frequency and the steering
angle are fixed, and hence a change in the directivity correspond to a change in the
array length and a change in the anisotropies corresponds to a change in the array
heading. The source-level distribution, which is specified in [1], is representative of
the source-level of the noise radiated from merchant ships at moderate frequencies.
The mean transmission loss T(r, 8) is assumed to be independent of range and bear-
ing over the region containing the shipping. As such it corresponds to the identical
anisotropy case described above. The transmission loss fluctuations are described
on a linear scale by an exponentially distributed random variable which is equiv-
alent to assuming a multipath propagation model where the receptions on each of
a number of paths are statistically independent with comparable levels. For this
acoustics- fluctuation model and the source-level distribution of (1[, the effect on the
beam-noise fluctuations of the transmission loss fluctuations for a single transiting
ship is less important than the effect of the variation in the source-level across the
ensemble of ships.

-9-
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3. Beam-noise distribution examples

In the introduction it was asserted that the extent of the beam-noise fluctuations
is related to the extent to which ships are resolved in steering angle-small fluctua-
tions occur for weakly resolved shipping; large fluctuations occur for highly resolved
shipping. Furthermore, for highly resolved shipping, the low beam noise values are
controlled by the sidelobe contributions; whereas, for weakly resolved shipping the
beam-noise fluctuations are independent of the sidelobe contributions. In this sec-
tion we present two examples of beam-noise distribution functions which support
these assertions. The first example illustrates the effect of the extent of the shipping
resolution using the directivity as the ship resolution parameter. The second exam-
p!e illustrates the effect of the sidelobe contributions using the sidelobe degradation
as a parameter. Both examples are obtained for a fixed noise environment with an
isotropic shipping level of unity (Do = 1 ship per degree bearing) and a beam that
points in an isotropic noise direction (AN =0 dB) and an isotropic shipping direction
(As=0 dB.)

The distribution functions for the first example, shown in Fig. 3, were obtained for
directivities ranging from 9 to 36 dB in 3-dB increments. The distributions for the
smallest directivities and the largest directivities describe beam-noise fluctuations
that occur in the manner described in the heuristic interpretation of Sect. 1. For the
very low directivities (large beamwidths and hence weak shipping resolution), the
beam-noise fluctuations occur over a comparatively small range of values (around
10 dB or less). The probability density for these fluctuations, which is the derivative
of the distribution function, has the classical bell-shaped form that one would expect
when the noise results from a number of ships located in the mainlobe sector. For
the very large directivities (small beamwidths and hence high shipping resolution),
the fluctuations occur over almost a 30 dB range. For these directivities the distri-
bution shows a sharp increase over a small range of noise values in the vicinity of
about -19 dB and then increases gradually towards its maximum value of 100% as
the beam noise increases through the full range of values shown on the axis. The
probability density corresponding to this distribution is large for noise values in a
small interval about - 19 dB, and small but non-zero for noise values to the right of
this interval. Such a probability density describes beam-noise fluctuations that are
concentrated in the small interval about -19 dB during most of the time but on rare
occasions take on large positive values. In the heuristic discussion of Sect. 1, the
low noise values were identified with the sidelobe contributions and the high noise
values were identified with the mainlobe contribution.

The most striking feature of the distribution functions of Fig. 3 is that an increase
in the extent of the noise fluctuations occurs primarily through an increase in the
prevalence on the low noise values. That this is the case is evidenced by the fact

- 10-
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100

20
W9

-24 -18 -12 -6 0 6 12

NORMAZED LEVEL (dE)

Fig. 3. Dependence of the beam-noise distribution
function on the directivity for an isotropic shipping
level of 1 ship/dg, 15 dB sidelobe degradation, and
0 dB shipping and noise anisotropies.

that an increase in the directivity results in a large increase in the distribution
for low noise values but only a small decrease in the distribution for high noise
values. For the low noise values (negative B) an increase in F(B) corresponds to an
increase in the probability that the noise is less than B, and hence to an increase in
the percentage of time that low noise values are visible. For the high noise values
(positive B), a decrease in F(B) is equivalent to an increase in 1 - F(B), hence
to an increase in the probability that the noise is greater than B, and hence to an
increase in the percentage of time that high noise values are visible. As a numerical
example, for B = -12 dB, an increase in the directivity from 15 to 21 dB increases
the distr'bution by over 30% and hence results in a 30% increase in the percentage
of time that noise values less than -12 dB are visible. On the other hand, for
B = + 6 dB, the same 6-dR increase in directivity reduces the distribution by less
than 2% and hence results in less than a 2% increase in the percentage of time that
noise vlues greater than + 6 dB 2e visible.

A further inspection of Fig. 3 indicates that the effect of an increase in the directivity
depends on whether that increase occurs for small directivities or large directivities.
To describe this effect, we first introduce the notion of the beam-noise percentile.
For a given percentage P, this quantity, which is denoted here by Bp, is that value
of the beam noise satisfying

F(Bp) =P. (9)

For P such that p is negative, F(0) - P is the probability of observing noise values
in the interval, (bep, 0], and hence Bp provides a measure of the range of low noise
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values described by a particular distribution function. For the distributions of Fig. 3,

Bp is negative for P = 10% and F(0) is an increasing function of the directivity.
Thus, for these distributions, a decrease in Big corresponds to an increase in the
range of the low noise values without a decrease in the percentage of time that those
values are visible. Accordingly, B1 provides a measure of the dependence of the
range of low noise values on the directivity. In this report we refer to Bl0 simply
as the beam-noise percentile. The applicability of the beam-noise percentile in the
more general setting will be discussed in the next section.

With this notion at hand the effect of an increase in the directivity on the low
noise portion of the beam-noise distribution can be described as follows. For small
directivities (less than 18 dB), an increase in the directivity results in a leftward shift
in the lower tail of the distribution-the larger the directivity, the greater the shift.
This leftward shift corresponds to a decrease in the beam-noise percentile and hence
to an increase in the range of low noise values that are visible. For intermediate
directivities (about 18 to 24 dB), an increase in the directivity results in a smaller
leftward shift in the lower tail, hence a smaller decrease in the beam-noise percentile
and hence a smaller increase in the range of low noise values. For these directivities,
however, there is an increase in the level of the distribution in the vicinity of the tail.
This increase corresponds to an increase in the probability of observing noise values
comparable to the beam-noise percentile. Finally, for directivities larger than 24 dB
there is essentially no leftward shift in the lower tail--only an increase in the level
of the tail. For these directivities an increase in the directivity does not result in an
increase in the range of low noise values that are visible-only in the percentage of
time that the noise values at the lower extreme of this range are visible.

The preceding discussion suggests that there is a value of the beam noise, BF, such
that no matter how large the directivity noise values less BF are observed only
rarely. In this report we define BF to be the limit of the beam-noise percentile as
the directivity approaches infinity and refer to BF as the 'noise floor'. By definition,
the noise floor, which is about -20 dB for the distributions of Fig. 3, has the prop-
erty that no matter how large the directivity noise values less than the noise floor
occur less than 10% of the time. However, as seen in the distributions of Fig. 3,
for sufficiently large directivities the distribution function is such that noise values
slightly larger than the noise floor occur a high percentage of the time. We refer
to these distributions as the noise-floor distributions and note that the percentage
of time that the noise floor is 'visible' is approximately equal to the level of the
noise-floor distribution in the vicinity of the noise floor. For the low directivities the
distribution function is such that noise values comparable to the noise floor do not
occur a significant percentage of the time. Except for the lowest directivities, these
distributions exhibit a skew towards the low noise values that increases with increas-
ing directivity. We refer to these distributions as the low-noise-skew distributions
and note that for these distributions the noise floor is 'not visible'.

The distributions for the second example, shown in Figs. 4a and 4b, were obtained for
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sidelobe degradations ranging from 0 to 25 dB in 5-dB increments. The distributions

in Fig. 4a illustrate the effect of sidelobe degradation when the directivity (24 dB) is
large enough for the distribution to have the noise-floor form. As seen in this figure,

an increase in the sidelobe degradation results in a rightward shift in the lower tail

of the distribution by essentially the same amount as the increase in the sidelobe

degradation. This shift corresponds to an increase in the beam-noise percentile and

hence to a reduction in the range of low noise values that are visible. Since the
lower tail shows the same sharp increase for all sidelobe degradations, the increase

in the sidelobe degradation does not alter the fact that the noise floor is visible,
nor does it change the extent to which it is visible. Note that since there is no

appreciable change in the upper tail of the distribution, the increase in the sidelobe
degradation does uot significantly change the percentage of time that high noise
values are observed.

The distributions in Fig. 4b illustrate the effect of sidelobe degradation when the
directivity (15 dB) is small enough for the distribution to have the low-noise skew

form. In contrast to the distributions in Fig. 4a, these distributions show essentially
no rightward shift in the lower tail as the sidelobe degradation increases from 0
to 15 dB, and only a small rightward shift as the sidelobe degradation increases

from 15 to 25 dB. The increase in the beam-noise percentile and hence the decrease

in the range of low noise values is only about 2 dB as the sidelobe degradation
increases from 0 to 15 dB. Thus for directivities that are not large enough for the

noise floor to be visible, an increase in the sidelobe degradation results in only a small
reduction in the range of low noise values that are visible. As for the preceding case,

there is no appreciable change in the upper tail of the distribution, so that in this
case too, the increase in the sidelobe degradation does not significantly change the

percentage of time that high noise values are visible.
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Fig. 4. Dependence of the beam-noise distribution func-
tion on the sidelobe degradation for an isotropic shipping
level of 1 ship/dg and 0 dB shipping and noise anisotropies:
(a) a directivity of 24 dB; (b) a directivity of 15 dB.
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4. The beam-noise model approximations

In this section we present two approximations derived from the beam-noise model
-the distribution approximation and the percentile approximation. The distribu-
tion approximation describes the beam-noise distribution in terms of two parameters
which are related to the six physical parameters through simple equations. These
equations provide conditions on the model parameters that result in approximately
the same distribution function, and hence provide the basis for extending the re-
sults of Sect. 3 to the full set of model parameters. We then use the distribution
approximation to specify conditions that identify the parameters that result in the
noise-floor distributions and those that result in the low-noise-skewed distributions.
These conditions, which involve only the ship resolution parameters-the directi-,
ity, the shipping anisotropy and the isotropic shipping level-are referred to as the
resolution conditions in the spirit of the heuristic argument of Sect. 1. In addition
we use the distribution approximation to obtain a simple estimate for the percent agt
of time that the noise floor is visible in terms of the ship resolution parameters. Th-
percentile approximation relates the beam-noise percentile to the sidelobe contribil
tion parameters-the ideal sidelobe/mainlobe ratio, the sidelobe degradation and
the noise anisotropy. As such, it provides an estimate of the noise floor when it is
visible and an estimate of the range of low noise values that are visible when the
noise floor is not visible.

The distribution approximation describes the beam-noise distribution as the sum ,f
two terms-one that represents the noise contributions when there are ships in both
the mainlobe sector and the sidelobe sector and one that represents the noise con-
tributions when there are ships in only the sidelobe sector. The mainlobe/sidelobe
term is the product of a probability (1 -Pm) and a distribution function Fm., where
F, is the distribution of the noise when there is at least one ship in the mainlobf.
sector and 1 - P, is the probability that there is at least one ship in the mainlobe
sector. The probability Pm, which is referred to here as the free-beam probability.
is given by

Pm = exp[f-180 x 10 -R/101 , (10)

where
R =DI-As -lOlog[Do. (11)

is referred to as the the resolution parameter. The sidelobe term is the product,
P, F(B - B,), where F, is the distribution of the noise due only to the ships in
the sidelobe sector and

B =, - B, o + SLD -AN (12)

is the sidelobe/mainlobe ratio for the degraded system with the beam pointing in an
anisotropic noise direction. That the term Pm F.(B - B.,) represents the sidelobe
contributions follows from the fact that P, is the probability that no ships lie in the
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mainlobe sector and hence the probability that all ships lie in the sidelobe sector.
The complete expression for the beam-noise distribution is

F(B) - PF.(B - B.,) + (1 - P-)F..(B;R,B.,). (13)

In Eq. (13) we have ignored a weak dependence on both R and Do in the sidelobe
distribution F.. A discussion of the effects of this omission and the conditions under
which the approximation is valid is presented in Appendix A. The exact equation
for the sidelobe/mainlobe ratio B., is given in Appendix B.

The conditions on the model parameters that lead to approximately the same dis-
tribution function follow immediately from the distribution approximation. Accord-
ing to the approximation, the distribution depends on the model parameters only
through its dependence on the resolution R and the sidelobe/mainlobe ratio B,,
provided that the slight dependence of F. on Do is ignored. Consequently, with this
provision, the >eam-noise distribution is approximately the same for all shipping
resolution parameters that satisfy (11) for a constant R and all sidelobe contribu-
tion parameters that satisfy (12) for a constant B., In this report we refer to the
conditions of Eqs. 11 and 12 as the equivalence conditions.

The equivalence conditions can be applied to the examples of Sect. 3 to obtain de-
scriptions of the distribution function for other sets of model parameters. As an
example of the procedure, consider the distributions of Fig. 3. These distributions
were obtained for directivities that increase from 9 to 36 dB in 3-dB increments,
a shipping anisotropy of 0 dB, an isotropic shipping level of one ship per degree,
a 15-dB sidelobe degradation and a zero dB noise anisotropy. Thus, for these dis-
tributions, B., = B.0 + 15 dB and the resolution parameters are the same as the
directivities. Consequently, these distributions can be relabeled using any sidelobe
contribution parameters that result in the same value of B., and any shipping resolu-
tion parameters that result in the same values of R. For example, the ten successive
values of the directivity can be replaced by shipping anisotropies that decrease from
15 dB to -12 dB in 3-dB increments if the directivity is fixed at 24 dB and the
isotropic shipping level remains at one ship per degree. Note that with this rela-
beling, the distributions of Fig. 3 indicate that the noise-floor distribution occurs
for small shipping anisotropies and the low-noise skew distribution occurs for large
shipping anisotropies.

The same procedure can be applied to the distributions of Figs. 4a and 4b to ob-
tain alternative descriptions of the dependence of the distribution function on the
sidelobe contribution parameters. For example, in both figures, the five successive
values of the sidelobe degradation can be replaced by noise anisetropies that de-
crease from 0 to -25 dB in 5-dB increments if the sidelobe degradation is fixed at
zero dB. With this relabeling the distributions of Fig. 4a indicate that for resolu-
tion parameters large enough to result in the noise-floor distribution, a decrease in
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the noise anisotropy results in a corresponding increase in the noise floor. Simi-
larly, the relabeled distributions of Fig. 4a indicate that for resolution parameters
small enough to result in the low-noise skewed distribution, a decrease in the noise
anisotropy results in at most a small increase in the beam-noise percentile.

Through the application of the equivalence conditions to the examples of Sect. 3,
it is seen that the results of those examples can be generalized by simply replac-
ing the directivity with the resolution parameter and the sidelobe degradation with
the sidelobe/mainlobe ratio. The results can be summarized as follows. For sufli-
ciently large values of the resolution parameter R, the distribution function has the
noise-floor form characterized by the sharp rise in the lower tail of the distribution
that occurs near the noise floor. For these resolutions, an increase in R increases
the percentage of time that the noise floor is visible without altering its value; an
increase in the sidelobe/mainlobe ratio B,4 increases the value of the noise floor by
a corresponding amount without altering the percentage of time that it is visible.
For small values of R, where the noise floor is not visible, the distribution function
has the low-noise-skewed form. The location of the lower tail of the distribution is
specified by the beam-noise percentile B1 0 . For these resolutions, an increase in R
results in a decrease in the beam-noise percentile and hence an increase in the range
of low noise values that are visible; an increase in B,, has essentially no effect on
either the beam-noise percentile or the distribution function.

The conditions that determine which form of the distribution function occurs follow
from a consideration of the dependence of the distribution function on the beam-free
probability and the sidelobe/mainlobe ratio. To describe this dependence, we have
computed a beam-noise distribution using the exact model and plotted the result
in Fig. 5. For this distribution Pm is about 50%, so that both terms in the distri-
bution approximation are significant. Moreover, the sidelobe/mainlobe ratio B., is
a large negative number (about -25 dB), so that the sidelobe contribution term,
PmF.(B - B..) contributes to the distribution only for very low noise values. For
these low noise values, the distribution shows a sharp increase over a small range of
values. According to the approximation the form of this increase is determined by
the sidelobe distribution F.(B); the level of the increase is determined by P; and
the noise value at which the increase occurs is determined by B.4. For the larger
noise values, the distribution shows a gradual increase. According to the approxima-
tion, for this range of noise values the distribution function is approximately equal to
Pm + (I -Pm )F.(B; R, B.), since for these noise values the sidelobe contribution
term is approximately equal to P.m. Thus for the larger noise values the form of the
distribution is determined by the mainlobe/sidelobe distribution F',o.

It follows from the preceding discussion that the noise-floor distribution occurs only
when P. is sufficiently large and that when the noise floor is visible P. provides
an estimate of the extent to which it is visible. This is seen by noting that if pm
is large, the first term in (13) is significant and it is this term that gives rise to
the sharp increase in the distribution that is present when the noise floor is visible.
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Fig. 5. The relationship between the beam-noise dis-
tribution function and the beam-free probability and the
sidelobe/mainlobe ratio parameters.

Conversely, if Pm is small only the second term in (13) is significant. Consequently
when P. is small there is no sharp increase in the distribution at noise values
comparable to the noise floor, and hence the noise floo is not visible. The beam-
free probability determines the extent to which the noise floor is visible, since when
P, is large P. is approximately equal to the level of the distribution in the vicinity
of the noise floor and hence approximately equal to the percentage of the time that
noise values comparable to the noise floor are visible. We note in passing that the
sidelobe/mainlobe ratio provides a rough estimate of the noise floor, since this ratio
determines the location of the sidelobe density on the noise axis and hence the noise
values where the sharp increase in the distribution occur.

In this report we adopt the convention that the noise floor is visible whenever P,
exceeds 10% and not visible whenever P. is less than 2%. When the noise floor is
visible we say that the shipping is highly resolved. When it is not visible we say that
the shipping is weakly resolved. The conditions that determine when the shipping is
highly resolved and when it is weakly resolved are obtained by solving (10) for the
two values of P. and using (11) to express the results terms of the ship resolution
parameters. These conditions, which we refer to as the resolution conditions, are
given by

DI -A. - 10logDol > 18.9, for highly resolved shipping; (14a)

DI -A. - 10log[DoI < 16.6, for weakly resolved shipping. (14b)

According to this convention, the noise-floor distribution function occurs for highly
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resolved shipping and the low-noise-skewed distribution occurs for weakly resolved
shipping. That this is the case is evidenced by the distributions of Fig. 3 where the
shipping is highly resolved for directivities greater than 18.9 dB and weakly resolved
for directivities less than 16.6 dB.

According to the resolution conditions, highly resolved shipping (noise floor visible)
occurs for systems with high directivity, operating areas with light shipping, or
beams that point in low shipping directions. Whenever these conditions are satisfied,
a number of individual ships will be resolved in steering angle a high percentage of
the time. Conversely, weakly resolved shipping (noise floor not visible) occurs for
systems with low directivity, operating areas with heavy shipping, or beams that
point in high shipping directions. When these conditions are satisfied, individual
ships will be resolved in steering angle only rarely. Note that only a 2.3-dB increase
in the shipping resolution is required to transition from weakly resolved to highly
resolved shipping. This can occur for either a 2.3-dB increase in the directivity,
a 2.3 dB reduction in the shipping anisotropy or a 58% reduction in the isotropic
shipping level.

When the shipping is highly resolved, the free-beam probability is approximately
equal to the percentage of time that the noise floor is visible. This probability
is determined from the ship resolution parameters by Eqs. 10 and 11. According
to these equations, once the shipping becomes highly resolved, any change in the
shipping resolution parameters that results in an increase of 6 dB in R, increases the
percentage of time that the noise floor is visible from 10% to 50%. Moreover, any
change that results in an additional increase of 6 dB in R, increases this percentage
from 50% to 82%. For larger values of R, the percentage of time that the noise floor
is visible increases gradually with R towards its limiting value of 100%.

The percentile approximation provides two expressions for the beam-noise percentile:
one for highly-resolved shipping and one for weakly-resolved shipping. The approxi-
mation for highly-resolved shipping is obtained from the distribution approximation
by noting that for highly resolved shipping, the maximum value of the sidelobe con-
tribution term PmF.(B - B.,) exceeds 10%, since P,, exceeds 10%. Consequently,
the beam-noise percentile is determined by the condition P,,F.(B1 o - B,) = 10%
(see Eq. (9)). It follows from this condition that the beam-noise percentile for any
set of sidelobe contribution parameters can be expressed in terms of that obtained
for some set of reference parameters. In this report we take the reference parameters
to be those corresponding to the ideal system with zero sidelobe degradation and
zero noise anisotropy and denote the reference percentile by B 100 . The percentile
approximation for highly resolved shipping is then given by

B1 0 - B1 00 + SLD -AN. (15a)

An analogous approximation for the noise floor is obtained by taking the limit of
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both sides of (15a) as the directivity approaches infinity. The result is

BF - Bo + SLD -AN, (15b)

where BF, is the noise floor for the reference parameters. Clearly, the approximation
of Eq. (15a) will hold for any percentage P provided that P > Po. An example of
the relationship between Bp and Bpo for P = 26% is shown in Fig. 6a.

HIGHLY RESOLVEDo

REF: a

t0 . _(_oP)_ b

-30 -24 -1a -12 - 0 a

NORMALIZED LEVEL (dB)

WEAKLY RESOLVED

esol s a l() Ierk (Bs B io)/10ppn

-0 20 -r 40

-30 -24 -18 -12 -8 0 a
NORMALZED LEVEL (diB)

Fig. 6. Beamnoise percentile approximation: (a) highly
resolved shipping and (b) weakly rosoived shipping.

When the shipping is weakly resolved, the beam-noise distribution is approximately
equal to the mainlobe distribution. For this case it is shown in 161 that for any
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percentage P the beam-noise percentile for arbitrary sidelobe degradations and noise
anisotropies is related to Bp,, by

Bp 0 1- 10logIl + 10(B, BPo)/lO]. (16)

An example of the relationship between Bp and Bp0 for P = 26% is shown in
Fig. 6b.

The percentile approximations indicate that for both highly-resolved and weakly-
resolv'ea shipping the beam-noise percentile is an increasing function of the sidelobe
degrauation and a decreasing function of the noise anisotropy. For highly resolved
shipping, both tihe beam-noik percentile and the noise floor increase linearly with
the sidelobe degradation Pii I .,rease linearly with the noise anisotropy. An example
of the effect )f -m hicz,., in tht .idelobe degradation was seen in the beam-noise
distributions of ', Ia. r,,r weak ' - -Ived shipping, the approximation indicates
that the beam-noise perc.-tilc is v akl\ -pendent on the sidelobe degradation
and the noise anisotropy. I- ec pa.i; u~r example shown in Fig. 6b, which was
obtaimed for a 25-dB sidelol deg adation i , an isotropic noise direction, the beam-
noise perce,itile increases by only about 2 dB relative to the reference beam-noise
percentile. This lack of sensitivity is consistent with that observed in the distribution
,,ictions of Fig. 4b.

We conclude this section with two examples of the beam-noise percentile. These
examples are intended to both illustrate the principles presented in this section
and to provide numerical examples for use in the following section. The percentile
curves for the first example, shown in Fig. 7, describe the beam-noise percentile
as a function of the directivity for three values of the sidelobe degradation: 0,
10, and 20 dB. The isotropic shipping level is two ships per degree and the beam
points in an isotropic shipping direction and an isotropic noise direction. For these
parameters, the shipping is weakly resolved when the directivity is less than 19.6 dB
and highly resolved when the directivity exceeds 21.9 dB. The percentile curve for
0-dB sidelobe degradation is a reference percentile curve.

The percentile curves of Fig. 7 each show a gradual decrease as the directivity
increast: up t , the weakly-resolved shipping bound (19.6 dB), followed by a large
decrease as the directivity increases by 2.3 dB to the highly-resolved shipping bound
(21.9 dB), followed by an abrupt decrease to the noise floor as the directivity in-
creases a few decibels beyond the highly-resolved shipping bound. For weakly re-
solved shipping, the distribution has the low-noise skewed form and, for highly re-
solved shipping, the distribution has the noise-floor form. Thus these curves indicate
that the transition from the low-noise-skewed distribution to the noise-floor distri-
bution occurs through a large decrease in the beam-noise percentile. Furthermore,
once the shipping becomes highly resolved, only a small .ncrease in the resolution
is necessary to reduce the beam-noise percentile to the noise floor This behavior is
consistent with the distribution functions of Fig. 3.
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Fig. 7. Dependence of the 10% beam-noise per-
centile on the directivity for a shipping strength of
2 ships/dg, 0 dB shipping and noise anisotropies,
and selected values of the sidelobe degradation (SLD).

Of the three percentile curves shown in Fig. 7, the beam-noise percentile for the
reference case (0 dB sidelobe degradation; 0 dB noise anisotropy) has the lowest
values. This percentile decreases by about 8 dB as the directivity increases from
10 to 19.6 dB, by about 18 dB as the directivity increases from 19.6 to 21.9 dB,
and by less than 4 dB as the directivity increases from 21.9 to 30 dB. The other
percentile curves lie above the reference percentile by the amount predicted by the
percentile approximations. For the weakly resolved shipping directivities, the 10-dB
percentile curve is essentially equal to the reference percentile curve and the 20-dB
percentile curve is less than 2 dB larger than the reference percentile curve; for the
highly resolved shipping directivities, the 10-dB and the 20-dB percentile curves lie
above the reference percentile curve by an amount that is approximately equal to
the sidelobe degradation.

The percentile curves for the second example, shown in Fig. 8, describe the beam-
noise percentile as a function of the directivity for five values of the isotropic shipping
level. The sidelobe degradation is zero and and the beam again points in an isotropic
shipping direction and an isotropic noise direction. For these parameters, the mini-
mum directivity required for highly resolved shipping increases in 3-dB increments
from 16 to 28 dB as the shipping strength increases from 0.5 to 8 ships per degree
in powers of two. The percentile curve for 2 ships per degree is the same as the
reference percentile curve of Fig. 7.

As seen in Fig. 8, the five percentile curves are essentially translations of one another
with the extent of the translation determined by the isotropic shipping levels, i.e. the
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Fig. 8. Dependence of the 10% beam-noise per-

centile on the directivity for 0-dB sidelobe degra-
dation, 0 dB shipping and noise anisotropies and
selected values of the shipping strength (Do).

curve obtained by doubling the shipping strength is shifted to the right by 3 dB. That
this is the case is consistent with the distribution approximation since a doubling
of the isotropic shipping level results in the same value of R only if the directivity
is reduced by 3 dB. The single exception occurs for the noise floor portion of the
percentile curves where the noise floor for the larger isotropic shipping levels is
slightly larger than the noise floor for the smaller shipping levels. This discrepancy
results from the slight dependence of the sidelobe distribution F. on the isotropic
shipping level (see Appendix A). Finally, note that for each percentile curve, the
large decrease in the percentile occurs over the range of directivities predicted by
the resolution conditions.
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5. Examples

In the preceding section it was seen that the beam-noise distribution function is
largely determined by the resolution parameter R and the sidelobe/mainlobe ratio
B.A. These parameters are related to the six basic model parameters by Eqs. 11
and 12; the model parameters themselves are related to the components of the noise
model through the definitions of Sect. 2. Accordingly, the results of the preceding
section can be used to determine the basic characteristics of the distribution function
for a number of problem- of interest simply by expressing those problems in terms
of the model parameters.

In this section, we present a number of examples that illustrate both the procedure
,ad the nature of the results. The first three examples are concerned with the de-
pendence of the distribution function on the array heading for a fixed system at a
fixed site in one of the three canonical environments identified in Sect. 2. In these
examples we limit the discussion to the effect of changes in the array heading with
the understanding that the functional dependence on the array heading can only be
determined from that of the shipping and noise anisotropies themselves. For the first
two environments, anisotropic noise-isotropic shipping and anisotropic shipping-
isotropic noise, the effect of the array heading can be inferred immediately from
the results of Sect. 4, since a change in the array heading affects only one of the
two anisotropies and hence only one of the two parameters R and B,,. For these
environments, numerical illustrations are obtained by applying the equivalence con-
ditions to examples presented earlier. For the third environment, identical shipping
and noise anisotropies, a change in the array heading affects both anisotropies and
hence both R and B., For this environment, we illustrate the dependence through
a numerical example of the beam-noise percentile computed as a function of the
common anisotropy. In two final examples we briefly describe the dependence of the
distribution function on the the array length and the sidelobe degradation.

For the anisotropic noise-;.otropic shipping environment, the shipping anisotropy
is identically zero and hence a change in the array heading results only in a change
in the noise anisotropy. Consequently, the sidelobe/mainlobe ratio is a function of
the array heading and the resolution parameter is independent of the array heading.
There are two cases depending on whether the directivity and the isotropic shipping
level are such that shipping is weakly resolved or highly resolved. If the the shipping
is weakly resolved, the distribution function has the low-noise-skewed form for all
array headings and large variations in the noise anisotropy can occur without a
significant change in the distribution function. On the other hand, if the shipping is
highly resolved the distribution function has the noise-floor form and any change in
the noise anisotropy results in an equal but opposite change in the value of the noise
floor, i.e. array headings that place the beam in a high noise direction result in a low
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noise floor and vice versa. However, since the resolution parameter is independent
of the array heading the level of the lower tail of the distribution is independent of
the array heading, and hence, the percentage of time that the noise floor is visible
is independent of the array heading. Thus, for this environment the distribution
function depends on the array heading only when the shipping is highly resolved
and then only through the value of the noise floor.

Numerical examples of the dependence of the distribution function on the noise
anisotropy are obtained by relabeling Figs. 4a and 4b as described in Sect. 4. An
example of the dependence of the beam-noise percentile is obtained from Fig. 7 by
replacing the sidelobe degradations by noise anisotropies that decrease from 0 dB
to -20 dB in 10-dB increments.

For the anisotropic shipping-isotropic noise environment, the noise anisotropy is
identically zero and hence a change in the array heading results only in a change
in the shipping anisotropy. Consequently the resolution parameter is a function of
the array heading, and the sidelobe/mainlobe ratio is independent of array heading.
For this environment, any change in the array heading that results in a change in
the shipping anisotropy rtsults in a change in the distribution function. For array
headings such that the shipping is weakly resolved, the distribution function has the
low-noise-skewed form and the beam-noise percentile, which describes the lower tail
of that distribution, increases or decreases gradually with the shipping anisotropy.
For array headings such that the shipping is highly resolved, the distribution has the
noise floor form and the level of the lower tail (which determines the percentage of the
time that the noise floor is visible) increases or decreases with the shipping anisotropy
according to the free-beam probability equation. The value of the noise floor itself
is independent of the array heading since the noise anisotropy is independent of the
array heading. Finally, if the change in the array heading results in a transition from
weakly-resolved to highly-resolved shipping, which occurs for a 2.3-dB decrease in
the shipping anisotropy, there is a large decrease in the beam-noise percentile as the
distribution changes from the low-noise-skewed form to the noise-floor form.

A numerical example of the dependence of the distribution function on the shipping
anisotropy is obtained by relabeling Fig. 3 as described in Sect. 4. An example of the
dependence of the beam-noise percentile on the shipping anisotropy can be obtained
by relabeling the percentile curves of Fig. 8. This is done for a shipping strength
of one ship per degree, by replacing the directivity axis with a shipping anisotropy
axis that starts at +10 dB and finishes at -10 dB and by replacing the shipping
strengths, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, and 8.0, with the directivities, 23, 20, 17, 14 and 11 dB.

For the third environment, identical shipping and noise anisotropies, the two aniso-
tropies increase or decrease together as the array heading changes. Consequently
both the sidelobe/mainlobe ratio and the resolution parameter are functions of
the array heading. The dependence of the beam-noise percentile on the common
anisotropy is described by the percentile curves of Fig. 9. The negative values of the
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anisotropy correspond to low-noise and low-shipping directions; the positive values

correspond to high-noise and high-shipping directions. The three curves shown are
obtained for a shipping strength of 2 ships per degree, a sidelobe degradation of

15 dB and directivities of 15, 20 and 25 dB. For these directivities the maximum

shipping anisotropies for which the shipping is highly resolved are about 3, -2 and

-7 dB respectively; the minimum shipping anisotropies for which the shipping is

weakly resolved are 2.3 dB higher.

-20

-30

-40
--10 -5 0 ,5 10

ANISOTROPY (dB)

Fig. 9. Dependence of the 10% beam-noise per-
centile on the anisotropy for a shipping strength of
2 ships/dg, a sidelobe degradation of 10 dB and se-
lected values of the directivity (DI).

An inspection of the percentile curves of Fig, 9 shows that for each directivity there
is an 'optimum' anisotropy for which the beam-noise percentile achieves a mini-
mum value. This optimum anisotropy is approximately equal to the highly-resolved
shipping bound as seen through the comparison of the value on the plot with the
bound obtained from the resolution conditions. That the beam-noise percentile
must increase for anisotropies to either side of the highly resolved shipping bound
can be seen as follows. For anisotropies less than the optimum anisotropy, the ship-
ping is highly resolved and hence the beam-noise percentile is independent of the
shipping anisotropy and it is a linearly decreasing function of the noise anisotropy.
Thus, since the common anisotropy describes both the noise anisotropy and the
shipping anisotropy, the beam-noise percentile must increase linearly as the com-

mon anisotropy decreases below the optimum anisotropy. On the other hand, for
anisotropies that are about 2.3 dB larger than the optimum anisotropy the shipping
is weakly resolved. For these anisotropies, the beam-noise percentile is independent
of the noise anisotropy and it is an increabing function of the shipping anisotropy.
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Consequently, the beam-noise percentile must increase as the common anisotropy
increases above the optimum anisotropy.

According to the preceding example, the effect of changes in the array heading on the
distribution function will depend on whether the beam points in a direction where
the common anisotropy exceeds the optimum anisotropy or a direction where the
common anisotropy is less than the optimum anisotropy. For array headings such
that the common anisotropy is about 2.3 dB larger than the optimum anisotropy, the
shipping is weakly resolved and hence the distribution function has the low-noise-
skewed form. For these anisotropies an increase in the common anisotropy due to
a change in the array heading results in an increase in the beam-noise percentile,
and hence a decrease in the range of low noise values. This dependence is the
same as that for the anisotropic noise-isotropic shipping environment when the
shipping is weakly resolved. On the other hand, for array headings such that the
anisotropy is less than the optimum anisotropy, the shipping is highly resolved and
the distribution has the noise floor form. For these anisotropies, a decrease in the
common anisotropy due to a change in the array heading results in an increase in
the value of the noise floor and a decrease in the level of the distribution near the
noise floor. The noise floor increases because the noise anisotropy decreases; the
level of the distribution decreases because the shipping anisotropy decreases. This
dependence differs from that of the other environments in that both the value of the
noise floor and the percentage of time that it is visible depend on the array heading.

The dependence of the distribution on the sidelobe degradation and the array length
for a fixed environment is analogous to that described for the first two environments.
If the sidelobe degradation is treated as an independent parameter, the dependence is
the same as that obtained for the anisotropic noise-isotropic shipping environment
except that low/high noise anisotropies correspond to high/low sidelobe degrada-
tions. Thus if the shipping is weakly resolved the distribution function has the
low-noise-skewed form and large sidelobe degradations can be tolerated without a
significant change in the distribution function. Conversely, if the shipping is highly
resolved the distribution function has the noise-floor form and any change in the
sidelobe degradation results in a corresponding change in the noise floor, but not in
the percentage of time that it is visible. Numerical examples of the dependence on
the sidelobe degradation are found in Figs. 4a, 4b and 7. If the sidelobe degrada-
tion is to be described in terms of the errors that produce that degradation, then
Eq. (B.7c) of Appendix B can be used to relate the sidelobe degradation parameter
to the parameter that describes those errors.

The dependence of the distribution on the array length is qualitatively the same as
that obtained for the anisotropic shipping-isotropic noise environment with large
array lengths corresponding to low shipping anisotropies. This is seen by noting that
the array length affects only the directivity, so that the resolution parameter remains
unchanged if the negative of the shipping anisotropy is replaced by the directivity. It
follows that for array lengths where the shipping is weakly resolved the distribution
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has tue low-noise-skewed form, so that an increase in the array length results in a
gradual decrease in the beam-noise percentile and hence a gradual increase in the
range of low noise values that are visible. For array lengths such that the shipping
is highly resolved the distribution has the noise-floor form, so that an increase in
the array length results in an increase in the percentage of time that the noise floor
is visible without a decrease in the noise floor itself. In order to transition from
weakly resolved to highly resolved shipping, the array length must be increased by
58%. The dependence on array length can be seen in the plots of Figs. 3, 8 and 9
simply by expressing the directivity in terms of the array length.

Finally, it is noted that the numerical examples of the distribution function F(B)
presented in this report are easily converted to examples of the distribution function
for the total beam noise FT(B) by using the relationship FT(B) = F(B - B,),
where B. is given by Eq. (B.17). As noted in Appendix B, for most situations, B,
depends only on the directivity and the noise anisotropy. Thus for those examples
that do not involve these parameters the distribution functions for the total beam
noise are obtained by simply relabeling the beam-noise axis. For those examples
that do involve these parameters, each distribution must be shifted by an amount
determined by the value of the parameter. Examples of the beam-noise percentile for
the total beam noise are obtained from the examples of the beam-noise percentile
for the fluctuating component by adding the mean beam noise to each percentile
curve.
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6. Summary and conclusions

This report has described properties of the beam-noise distribution function de-
termined from a Poisson shipping noise model that describes the horizontal array
system and the noise environment in terms of six parameters. The properties are
obtained using approximations derived from that model to extend the character-
istics observed in examples of the distribution function for specific parameters to
the full parameter set. According to these approximations the dependence of the
distribution function on the model parameters can be expressed in terms of only two
parameters-a resolution parameter R and the sidelobe/mainlobe ratio B,,. The
resolution parameter, which is a linear function of the directivity, the isotropic ship-
ping level and the shipping anisotropy, provides a measure of the extent to which
individual ships are resolved in steering angle. The sidelobe/mainlobe ratio, which
is a linear function of the ideal sidelobe/mainlobe ratio, the sidelobe degradation
and the noise anisotropy, is a direct measure of the relative contribution of the noise
power in the sidelobe sector to that in the mainlobe sector.

The report has shown that the distribution function takes two different forms--one
that results when the shipping is weakly resolved and one that results when the
shipping is highly resolved. For weakly resolved shipping the distribution describes
comparatively small beam-noise fluctuations. The shape of this distribution corre-
sponds to that of the classical bell-shaped probability density with a skew towards
the low noise values. For these distributions the beam-noise percentile B10 specifies
the location of the lower tail and hence the range of low noise values that are visible.
For highly resolved shipping the distribution describes fluctuations that range from
very low values to very high values. The lower tail of these distributions exhibits
a sharp rise at the low noise values indicating that these values occur a significant
percentage of the time. The lowest noise values that are visible are identified by
the noise floor, which was defined as the limit of the beam-noise percentile as the
resolution parameter approaches infinity.

A formal definition of weakly resolved and highly resolved shipping is provided by the
resolution conditions (Eq. (14)). These conditions, which depend only on the ship-
ping resolution parameters, indicate that merely a 2.3-dB increase in the directivity,
or a 2.3-dB increase in the shipping anisotropy, or a 58% reduction in the isotropic
shipping level is required to transition from weakly resolved to highly resolved ship-
ping. For highly resolved shipping the free-beam probability (Eq. (11)) provides an
estimate of the level of the lower tail of the distribution, and hence an estimate of
the percentage of time that the noise floor is visible. Thj! percentile approxima-
tions (Eqs. (15) and (16)) provide estimates for the beam-noise percentile for both
weakly resolved and highly resolved shipping in terms of the sidelobe degradation,
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the noise anisotropy and the beam-noise percentile for zero sidelobe degradation and
zero noise anisotropy.

The noise model approximations were used to obtain a description of the dependence
of the beam-noise distribution on the full set of model parameters. This dependence
is summarized as follows:

" For weakly resolved shipping, where the distribution has the low-noise-skewed
form, an increase in the resolution results in an increase in the beam-noise
percentile and hence an increase in the range of low noise values that are
visible. A change in either the sidelobe degradation or the noise anisotropy
has essentially no effect on either the beam-noise percentile or the distribution
function.

" For highly resolved shipping, where the distribution has the noise-floor form,
the beam-noise percentile is approximately equal to the noise floor. An in-
crease in the resolution results in an increase in the percentage of time that
low noise values are visible without increasing the range of those low noise
values. For these distributions, an increase in either the sidelobe degradation
or a decrease in the noise anisotropy results in a corresponding increase in
the noise floor.

" The 2.3-dB increase in the resolution required to transition from weakly re-
solved to highly resolved shipping results in a large decrease in the beam-noise
percentile. This decrease can exceed 18 dB for a system with zero sidelobe
degradation and a beam pointing in a high noise direction.

e For both weakly resolved and highly resolved shipping, a large increase in the
resolution results in only slight decrease in the level of the upper tail of the
distribution and hence only a slight increase in the percentage of time that
high noise values are visible. The upper tail of the distribution is essentially
independent of the sidelobe degradation and the noise anisotropy.

Finally, we described the dependence of the distribution function on the array head-
ing for three canonical noise enviroments and briefly summarized its dependence on
the array length and the sidelobe degradation.
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Appendix A

Noise model equations

The basic assumptions of the model lead to an expression for the characteristic
function of the beam-noise, 4(u). This function is defined by O(u) = E[exp(iubT))
where Ef.] is the expected value operator and bT = I08/ is the total beam
noise expressed in a linear scale. The beam-noise distribution function is obtained
using the fact that the probability density is the Fourier transform of 0. Under the
assumptions of the model it is shown in [1] that the characteristic function is given
by

=(u =exp IfD(r, 0) [(p(u; r,0) - I] dA(r, 8)] (A.1a)

where
Op(u; r, 0) = E (exp[iuS(r, O) T(r, O) BA(O 00)1)  (A. Ilb)

is the characteristic function for the noise contribution from a single ship at range r
and bearing 0; dA(r, 0) is the area element on a spherical earth; and R is the region
containing the ships. Expressions for the moments of the beam noise are obtained
as a corollary to the model. The first moment, the mean beam noise, is given by

,2.

6T = n(0)B A(0) dO, (A.2)

where n(O) is the angular noise distribution of Eq. (5). The expression for the
angular shipping distribution, Eq. (6), follows immediately from the definition of
the spatial shipping density.

For the two-valued beam pattern, it is shown in (i that the distribution function
depends on three parameters, the sidelobe/mainlobe ratio B,,, the mean number of
ships in the mainlobe sector M,, and the mean number of ships in the sidelobe sector
M,. The parameters M, and M, are obtained from the folded angular shipping
distribution by

MM f dF(O' 0,)M', (A.3a)

M. = f dF(O',0s) dO'. (A.3b)

Expressions for B,,, M, and M, in terms of the physical parameters are presented
in Appendix B.

The exact expression for the distribution function is the sum of four terms. These
terms describe the noise contribution under four conditions: no ships in either the
sidelobe sector or the mainlobe sector; ships in the mainlobe sector but .,ot in the
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sidelobe sector; ships in the sidelobe sector but not in the mainlobe sector; and ships
in both the sidelobe sector and the mainlobe sector. The distribution approximation
is obtained under two assumptions. First, it is assumed that the mean number of
ships in the sidelobe sector M, is large enough that the probability that there are no
ships in the sidelobe sector, P, = exp{-M.}, is negligible. This assumption will be
satisfied except in areas of extremely light shipping, e.g. if M, > 5, P, < 0.01 and the
approximation is acceptable. Environments where this assumption is n( t satisfied
are not of practical importance since the noise from other sources will dominate the
ship-induced noise component. Under this assumption, the first two terms in the
sum can be neglected. Secondly, it assumed that the three parameters satisfy

,d, < -10 + 5 log(M./M,,). (A.4)

This condition states that the relative noise contribution from ships in the sidelobe
sector cannot be large in comparison with the relative number of ships in the side-
lobe sector. This condition will be satisfied for almost all noise environments and
all systems except those with extreme sidelobe degradation. For example, with a
conservative value of M,/M, = 10 and B., given by (12) with Bo = -32.8 dB,
the condition (A.4) is satisfied provided that

SLD -AN < 27.8 dB.

Under this assumption, the last term in the sum can be considerably simplified. The
third term in the sum, which represents the sidelobe contributions, is retained in the
approximation. The distribution approximation is expressed in terms of the three
parameters M, M, and B,4 and the distributions F, and F, by

F(B;M,_ ,M,,B.,) ' PF.(B- B.,;M.)+(1- P )F,.(B;M-,B,,) (A.5)

where
Pm= exp{-M,n} (A.6)

is the probability of no ships in the mainlobe sector and

F,.(B; M,, B.4 ) - Fm(B + g(B, B.,); Mm), if B > B,d - 10log[l + 10B.,/10{ 0, otherwise.
(A.7a)

where
g(B, B.,) = 101)g[(1 + 108%,/11 (l - 1OB/is)] (A.7b)

and Fm(- ; Mm) is the distribution function for the noise due only to ships in the
mainlobe sector, given that there is at least one ship. The derivation on this ap-
proximation is contained in 11].
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The distribution approximation of Sect. 2, which depends on only two parameters,

R and B,,, is obtained from the approximation of (A.5)-(A.7) and the expression
for Mm, M, and Bo derived in Appendix B. The approximate expression for B d of

Eq. (12) is obtained by neglecting a term in the exact expression, Eq. (B.13a). The

parameter M- is expressed solely in terms of R by neglecting a weak dependence
on the ideal sidelobe/mainlobe ratio B, 0 and the channel error parameter s, (see

Eq. (B.21)). The parameter M., which controls the shape of the sidelobe distribution
F., depends on both R and Do (see Eq. (B.23)). However in [5] it is shown through
numerical examples that for typical values of M, large changes in M. result in only

small changes in the shape of F. Thus, by dropping the dependence of the sidelobe

distribution on M., and hence on Do and R, we are ignoring these small changes in
the shape of F.
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Appendix B

Derivations of the model parameters

The two-valued beam pattern is specified by two parameters: the beainwidth BW
and the sidelobe level Sd. As stated in Appendix A, the beam-noise distribution for
the two-valued beam pattern depends on three parameters: the sidelobe/mainlobe
ratio B,,, the mean number of ships in the mainlobe sector Mm, and the mean
number of ships in the sidelobe sector M,. The fluctuations in the total beam
noise are determined from the mean beam noise B.n. In this Appendix we derive
the expressions for these parameters in terms of the physical parameters defined in
Sect. 2. In these derivations, the noise powers and the sidelobe levels are expressed
in a linear power scale. To avoid confusion between the decibel quantities used in
Sect. 2 and the linear quantities used in the derivations we use a lower-case symbol
for the linear quantities.

B.I. DERIVATION OF BW AND Sd

The two-valued beam pattern parameters are obtained under the assumption that
the degradation in the system results from statistically independent, identically dis-
tributed, channel-to-channel errors. It follows from this assumption that the mean
value of the actual beam pattern can be written in terms of the ideal beam pattern

according to
BA, (e,o0) = (1- ,)BA,(, 03) + .- (B.1)

where se is a constant determined by the common probability density for the channel
errors. The parameters BW and Sd are determined such that the mean beam noise
and the sidelobe/mainlobe ratio for the actual beam pattern and the two-valued
approximation are identical for an isotropic noise field. Since the maximum of
both beam patterns is unity the mean beam noise requirement will be satisfied
if the integrals of the actual beam pattern and the approximation are equal (see
Eq. (A.2)). By using the two-valued approximation of Eq. (1) along with the actual
beam pattern of Eq. (B.1) and Eq. (2b) in the main text. it is seen that the mean
beam noise requirement will be satisfied if

Nolsi(wr - BW) + BWJ = bT. (B.2a)

where
br = N 0 [(l - a,)BWo +srj (B.2b)

is the mean value of the total beam noise and No is the isotropic noise level. The
condition for identical sidelobe/mainlobe ratios is obtained by substituting the beam
patterns of Eq. (1) and Eq. (B.1) into the definition on the sidelobe/mainlobe ratio
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(Eq. (3) in the main text), equating the results, and using the fact that

IBWO B(',0.)dO = BWo/(1 + bO)

and

I O, BA, 0(~.) dO = BBWo b/(l +b,)

to simplify the expression for the sidelobe/mainlobe ratio for the actual beam pat-
tern. The result is

Sd(ir - BW)/ BW = b,, (B.3a)

where
b., = ((1 - se)b o + Se(IODI/1o - 1)(1 + b,,))/(l + seb-o) (B.3b)

is the sidelobe/iainlobe ratio for the actual beam pattern. Equations (B.2a) and
(B.3a) can be solved to obtain BW and Sd in terms of bT(Se), b,,(se) and the ratio
r/ BW. The results are

BW = brl(1 + b.,), (B.4)

and
Sd = b,/((w/ BW) - 1), (B.5a)

where
ir/BW = r(I + b,)/bT. (B.5b)

The desired results are obtained by substituting Eqs. (B.2b) and (B.3b) into Eqs.
(B.4) and (B.5) and rearranging. The resulting beamwidth is

BW = BWo(1 + selOBo/1 0 )/(1 + 1oB.o/0°) (B.6)

and the sidelobe level is
Sd = So + SLD, (B.7a)

where the sidelobe level for the un-degraded system is

S o = B.0 - 10log[IOD10I(I + IOso/o) - 11 (B.7b)

and the sidelobe degradation is

SLD = 10log[(1 + (s,/so)(1 - 2so))/(l sso)). (B.7c)

For later reference, we note that

r/ BW = DI(I + b,0)/(1 + sfb,). (B.8)
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B.2. DERIVATION OF B AND Bm, FOR AN ANISOTROPIC NOISE FIELD

For noixe that is not isotropic the sidelobe/mainlobe ratio is determined from the
two- valued beamn pattern according to

b,, = 8d(I .,(#; .) dO')/ (18 W, nF(';e0.)de). (B.9)

Rom the definition of the angular noise distribution (Eq. (5) in the main text) and
C the fact that

No 1w nF(G; 8h) dO'

it follows that the integrals over the sidelobe sector and the mainlobe sector are
related by

1r0= JB W p('0.) dO' + J o np.(O'; 0,) dO'. (B.10)

Substituting for the integral over the sidelobe sector from Eq. (B.10) into Eq. (B.9)
and using the definition of the noise anisotropy (Eq. (6a) in the main text), we
obtain

b,= d((r/ BW)/aN - 0). (B.11)

Using Eqs. (B.7a) and (B.5a) with a, =0 to write 8d in the form

ad = 10OSLD/l(b, /((.r/BW) - 1))

and substituting into Eq. (B.11) yields

b,= jOSLD/l(b 0 /(fr/BW) - 1))((r/BW)/aN - 1). (B. 12)

The desired expression for the sidelobe/mainlobe ratio is obtained by rearranging
Eq. (B.12) and expressing the results in a decibel scale. The result is

B = B.0 + SLD - AN + e(T/BW, alN), (B. 13a)

where
e(v / BW, aN) 10 llogi(w/ BW) - aN)1 ((wI/ BW) - 1)1 (B. 13b)

and ir/ BW is given by Eq. (B.8). If 10 logiv/ BWI > 7 dB and AN < 10 logfr/ DWI]-
7 dB, which is true for most cases of interest, the magnitude of e(ir/ BW, aN) is less
than 1 dB and the sidelobe/mainlobe ratio is well approximated by the first three
terms in Eq. (B.13a).
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To obtain the expression for the mean beam for the two-valued beam pattern, we
first use Eq. ((I) of the main text) in Eq. ((A.2) from Appendix A) to write the
mean beam noise as

bT = JBWo nF (0';O.)dO' + sd .BWo. nF(0';0,) dO. (B.14)

The integral over the sidelobe sector in Eq. (B.14) can be eliminated by using
Eq. (B.9). The result is

6T = (1 + b,,) BW nF(O'; 0,) d0'. (B.15)

Using the definition of the noise anisotropy to replace the integral over the mainlobe
sector in Eq. (B.15) results in

bT = jrNoaN(1 + b.,)/(w/BW). (B.16)

The desired expression for the mean beam noise, Bm = 10log[bT] is obtained by
using Eq. (B.8) to substitute for r/ BW in Eq. (B.16) and expressing the results in
decibels. The result is

B, = lOlogfirNo] + AN - DI +lOlog[(l + b.,)(l + s.b,)/(I + bl.)], (B.17)

where No is expressed in a linear scale on a per radian basis. For realistic sidelobe

degradations and noise anisotropies the sidelobe/mainlobe ratios are negligible, and
the mean beam noise is well-approximated by the first three terms in Eq. (B.17).

We note in passing that since the beam pattern is normalized to a peak value of
0 dB, the array gain is simply the single hydrophone noise level, 10 log[rNoJ, minus

the mean beam noise. Thus the array gain GA is given by

GA = DIo - AN - lOlog[(l + b,,)(1 + s.eb.o)/(l + b.0 )] . (B.18)

Note that both the array gain and the sidelobe/mainlobe ratio (Eq. (13) in the main
text) are decreasing functions of the noise anisotropy while th,. man beam noise
(Eq. (17) in the main text) is an increasing function of the noise anisotropy. At one
extreme, where the noise in the sidelobe sector is zero, AN = DI, B., = -oo, and

GA 0 dB. At the other extreme, where the noise in the mainlobe sector is zero,
N= 0, B.o = +oo, and GA DI.
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B.3. DERIVATION OF M_. AND M,

To obtain the expression for M_, we use the fact that

Do = ii f, dF(O'; ah) d#' (B. 19)

and the definition of the shipping anisotropy (Eq. (8) in the main text) to rewrite
Eq. (A.3b) as

M. = Dos/(ir/ BW). (B.20)

The desired expression for M. is obtained by substituting for 7r/ BW from Eq. (B.8)
into Eq. (B.20). The result is

M, 180 x lo..R/11(l + s.b,0 )/( + b.,), (B.21a)

where
R = DI -As - 10 log[Dol; (B.21b)

Do is expressed on a per degree basis. To obtain the expression for M, we use
Eq. (6) and Eq. (19) from the main text)) to write the integrals of dp(e'; 6h) oVer
the sidelobe sector and the mainlobe sector as

irDo = J~w dp(P';19,) dO'+ fw. dF(#';9 dO'. (B.22)

Substituting Eqs. (A.3a) and (A.3b) of Appendix A into Eq. (B.22) and using
Eq. (B.21) results in

M. =M.mMm, (B.23a)

where
M.ain (irDOIM ) - 1 (B.23b)

and Do is expressed in ships per radian.
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Appendix C

Examples of shipping and noise environments

In this Appendix we identify certain shipping and noise environments that corre-
spond to the three special cases identified in Sect. 2: (1) anisotropic noise-isotropic
shipping; (2) anisotropic shipping--isotropic noise; and (3) identical shipping and
noise anisotropies.

Environments that correspond to the first and the third cases can be identified
immediately from the definitions of the two angular distributions (Eqs. 5a and 5b
in the main text). For the first case, the shipping is isotropic whenever the spatial
shipping density satisfies

D(r,O)= {D' fortr E R1,R 2 ) and all (C.1)
(0 otherwise.

in which case the angular shipping distribution is independent of 0 with the constant
value of RIcos( R I R.) - cos( R2 / R)] ships per degree bearing where R, is the radius
of the earth in n.mi. For the shipping distribution of Eq. (C.1) the angular noise
distribution will depend on 0 whenever i'(rO) depends on 0. Thus an environment
that results in anisotropic noise and isotropic shipping is one for which the shipping
satisfies Eq. (C.1), and the mean transmission loss depends on bearing.

The third case, identical shipping and noise anisotropies, results whenever the prod-
uct 9(r, 0) x T(r, 0) is independent of r and 0 over the region of non-zero shipping.
This is seen by letting 3(r, 0) x T(r, 0) be a constant in Eq. (5a) in the main text
and noting that the result is proportional to the angular shipping distribution.

To provide an example example of an environment for the second case, anisotropic
shipping-isotropic noise, we make the following simplifying assumptions: (1) the
region containing the ships is sufficiently small that the differential element dA(r)
can be approximated by r dr; (2) the range set R(0) is an interval with width AR(P)
centered at the range R,(0); (3) the spatial shipping density D(r, 0) is constant over
the region of non-zero shipping; and (4) the mean source level 9(r, 0) is independent
of r and 9 and the mean transmission loss is that of cylindrical spreading in all
directions, i.e. T(r, 0) = To/r. It follows from the first three assumptions that the
normalized angular shipping distribution, d'(0) = d(9)/Do, can be written as

ted'(0) = AR(O)R.(9)/(AR(6)R.(0))o, (C.2)

where ( )e denotes the average over the angular sector of non-zero shipping. Sim-
ilarly, it follows from all four assumptions that the normalized angular noise distri-
bution n'(e) = n(9)/No, can be written as

n'(#) = AR(O)/(AR(O))O. (C.3)
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Now assume that AR(O) is independent of bearing, i.e.

AR(e) = constant. (CA)

Then it follows from Eqs. (C.4) and (C.3) that the noise is isotropic and from
Eqs. (C.4) and (C.2) that the normalized angular shipping distribution is given by

d'(0) = R.(6)/(R.())e. (C.5)

Thus, the snisotropic shipping-isotropic noise case occurs whenever the AR is
independent of 8 and R. is dependent on 0.

Other environments leading to the first and the third cases can be obtained in the
setting described by the four assumptions. From Eqs. (C.2) and (C.3) it is seen that
the anisotropic noise-isotropic shipping case results whenever

AR(e) X Ra(9)', (C.6)

provided that AR(O) is not constant. Similarly, the identical anisotropy case results
whenever R. is independent of 9 but AR is dependent on 0.

Finally we note that other cases can be obtained by assuming different relationships
between AR and R.. For example, if AR and R. satisfy

AR(e) o, R(O) - 2 , (C.7)

then
d'(0) = n'(e)-. (C.8)

Equation (C.8) corresponds to the case where the shipping anisotropy is the negative
of the noise anisotropy.
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Initial Distribution for SR-116

Ministries of Defence SCNR Germany 1

JSPHQ Belgium 2 SCNR Greece 1

DND Canada 10 SCNR Italy 1

CHOD Denmark 8 SCNR Netherlands 1

MOD France 8 SCNR Norway 1

MOD Germany 15 SCNR Portugal 1

MOD Greece 11 SCNR Turkey 1

MOD Italy 10 SCNR UK 1

MOD Netherlands 12 SCNR US 2

CHOD Norway 10 French Delegate 1

MOD Portugal 2 SECGEN Rep. SCNR 1

MOD Spain 2 NAMILCOM Rep. SCNR 1

MOD Turkey 5 National Liaison Officers
MOD UK 20 NLO Canada 1
SECDEF US 68 NLO Denmark 1

NATO Authorities NLO Germany 1

Defence Planning Committee 3 NLO Italy 1

NAMILCOM 2 NLO UK 1

SACLANT 3 NLO US 1
SACLANTREPEUR 1 NLR to SACLANT

CINCWESTLANT/ NLR Belgium 1

COMOCEANLANT 1 NLR Canada 1
COMSTRIKFLTANT 1 NLR Denmark 1
CINCIBERLANT 1 NLR Germany 1
CINCEASTLANT 1 NLR Greece 1
COMSUBACLANT 1 NLR Italy 1
COMMAIREASTLANT 1 NLR Netherlands 1

SACEUR 2 NLR Norway 1
CINCNORTH 1 NLR Portugal 1
CINCSOUTH 1 NLR Turkey 1

COMNAVSOUTH 1 NLR UK 1

COMSTRIKFORSOUTH 1
COMEDCENT 1

COMMARAIRMED 1
CINCHAN 3

Total external distribution 250
SCNR for SACLANTCEN SACLANTCEN Library 10
SCNR Belgium 1 Stock 20
SCNR Canada 1
SCNR Denmark 1 Total number of copies 280
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